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Abstract
Despite widespread public opposition to the Iraq War, numerous democracies joined the US-led multi-
national force. However, while some stayed until the end of coalition operations, and several increased
their deployments over time, others left unilaterally. How to explain this variation? While some studies
suggest that democratic defection from security commitments is primarily motivated by electoral incen-
tives or leadership change, scholars have not reached a consensus on this issue. To account for the com-
plex interplay between causal factors, this article develops an integrative theoretical framework, using
fuzzy-set Qualitative Comparative Analysis (QCA) on original data on the Iraq War involvement of 51
leaders from 29 democracies. The findings document the existence of multiple paths towards coalition
defection. Among others, the results show that: (1) leadership change led to early withdrawal only
when combined with leftist partisanship and the absence of upcoming elections; (2) casualties and coali-
tion commitment played a larger role than previously assumed; and (3) coalition defection often occurred
under the same leaders who had made the initial decision to deploy to Iraq, and who did not face elections
when they made their withdrawal announcements.
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Introduction
The Iraq War has been a critical event for international security in the post-Cold War era, inflict-
ing significant harm and economic costs.1 The US-led invasion also challenged scholarly claims
that democracies do not fight preventive wars.2 Across the globe, citizens were predominantly
opposed to the Iraq War.3 Public opposition notwithstanding – many democratic leaders decided
to join the United States in Iraq. The ‘coalition of the willing’ brought together numerous dem-
ocracies for an extensive timeframe. However, while many of these countries stayed until the end
of coalition operations, and some even increased their troop deployments over time, others
decided to leave unilaterally before the mission’s end, despite coalition requests to uphold their
military commitments.

© British International Studies Association 2019. This is an Open Access article, distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons
Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivatives licence (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/), which permits non-commercial re-
use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is unaltered and is properly cited. The written permission
of Cambridge University Press must be obtained for commercial re-use or in order to create a derivative work.

1Joseph E. Stiglitz and Linda J. Bilmes, The Three Trillion Dollar War: The True Cost of the Iraq Conflict (New York:
W. W. Norton, 2008); Alex Danchev and John MacMillan (eds), The Iraq War and Democratic Politics (London:
Routledge, 2005).

2Randall L. Schweller, ‘Domestic structures and preventive war: Are democracies more pacific?’,World Politics, 44:2 (1992).
3Matthew A. Baum and Philip B. K. Potter, War and Democratic Constraint: How the Public Influences Foreign Policy

(Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2015); Richard Sobel, Peter Furia, and Bethany Barratt (eds), Public Opinion
and International Intervention: Lessons from the Iraq War (Dulles, VA: Potomac Books, 2012).
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For instance, following the election victory of Spanish Prime Minister José Zapatero, the
Socialist leader ordered his country’s immediate withdrawal from Iraq, making good on his cam-
paign pledge. Likewise, the Australian Prime Minister Kevin Rudd announced the departure of
the country’s combat forces after the Labour Party won the elections. Yet, others remained in
Iraq and some even enlarged their commitment. Poland continued its military presence despite
changes in the political leadership and partisan composition of government. South Korea upheld
and increased its deployment, becoming the third largest troop contributor after the United States
and the United Kingdom.

Throughout the course of the Iraq War, from 2003 until the end of 2008, when the mandate
for the Multi-National Force in Iraq (MNF-I) expired, 18 out of 51 democratic leaders from 29
democracies announced to unilaterally withdraw their countries’ forces from Iraq. On the other
hand, the remaining 33 leaders maintained deployments throughout their tenure or initiated
troop withdrawals only upon the official end of coalition operations. How to explain this vari-
ation among democratic coalition members?

While recent work has advanced the study of wartime coalitions, important limitations
remain. First, there is an extensive literature on the question whether democracies are more reli-
able than non-democracies in their alliance and coalition commitments.4 Yet, the focus on regime
type differences obscures important variation within regime types and it does not answer the
question when democracies and democratic leaders become unreliable as coalition partners.
Second, there is a lack of cross-case comparative work that widens the perspective beyond the
United States and some of its core allies. This means that a substantial amount of political
and institutional variation between democracies has been left unexplored. Third, studies on
the alliance and coalition behaviour of democracies predominantly investigate formal alliances
rather than informal security agreements or ad hoc coalitions for specific military operations.
However, during the past three decades, multinational coalitions outside the organisational struc-
ture of formal alliances have become a major phenomenon in international politics that merits
further study.5

My findings document a complex interplay between causal factors and the existence of mul-
tiple paths towards coalition defection. Whereas prior work suggests that upcoming elections and
leadership change are driving factors behind withdrawal decisions, I show that for the Iraq coali-
tion most of the observed cases across 51 leaders from 29 democracies are not captured by such
dynamics. Instead, my results demonstrate that: (1) leadership change led to early withdrawal
only when combined with leftist partisanship and the absence of upcoming elections; (2) casual-
ties and coalition commitment played a larger role than previously assumed; and (3) coalition
defection often occurred under the same leaders who had made the initial decision to deploy
to Iraq, and who did not face elections when they made their withdrawal announcements.

4Ajin Choi, ‘Fighting to the finish: Democracy and commitment in coalition war’, Security Studies, 21:4 (2012); Brett
Ashley Leeds, Michaela Mattes, and Jeremy S. Vogel, ‘Interests, institutions, and the reliability of international commitments’,
American Journal of Political Science, 53:2 (2009); Dan Reiter and Allan C. Stam, ‘Understanding victory: Why political insti-
tutions matter’, International Security, 28:1 (2003); Michael C. Desch, ‘Democracy and victory: Why regime type hardly mat-
ters’, International Security, 27:2 (2002); Kurt Taylor Gaubatz, ‘Democratic states and commitment in international relations’,
International Organization, 50:1 (1996); Erik Gartzke and Kristian Skrede Gleditsch, ‘Why democracies may actually be less
reliable allies’, American Political Science Review, 48:4 (2004); James D. Fearon, ‘Domestic political audiences and the escal-
ation of international disputes’, American Political Science Review, 88:3 (1994); Alastair Smith, ‘Diversionary foreign policy in
democratic systems’, International Studies Quarterly, 40:1 (1996).

5Patricia A. Weitsman, Waging War: Alliances, Coalitions, and Institutions of Interstate Violence (Stanford, CA: Stanford
University Press, 2014); David P. Auerswald and Stephen M. Saideman, NATO in Afghanistan: Fighting Together, Fighting
Alone (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2014); Theo Farrell, ‘Introduction: Military adaptation in war’, in Theo
Farrell, Frans Osinga, and James A. Russell (eds), Military Adaptation in Afghanistan (Stanford: Stanford University
Press, 2013); Patrick A. Mello and Stephen M. Saideman, ‘The politics of multinational military operations’,
Contemporary Security Policy, 40:1 (2019); Patrick A. Mello, ‘National restrictions in multinational military operations: a con-
ceptual framework’, Contemporary Security Policy, 40:1 (2019).
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These results contrast with prior work that identified a statistically significant relationship
between leadership change and coalition withdrawal and studies that highlighted imminent elec-
tions as an important driver of withdrawal decisions.6 I argue that the observed defection behav-
iour can be explained when looking at leaders’ domestic situation and electoral incentives. Many
of the ‘culpable’ leaders,7 those who were responsible for their country’s involvement in the Iraq
War, later faced severe domestic opposition because of the deteriorating situation in Iraq. Those
leaders who authorised withdrawal, did so at a time when there was still a comfortable distance to
the next election. Taking the unpopular Iraq War issue off the political agenda, these leaders
arguably strengthened their own domestic political position.

Throughout this article, I develop an integrative explanatory model for coalition withdrawal
and apply it to the multinational coalition for the US-led ‘Operation Iraqi Freedom’ between
March 2003 and December 2008. While MNF-I also saw contributions from several autocratic
and other non-democratic states, the majority of coalition members were democracies. Hence
this historical episode provides a rare contemporary case to investigate democratic leaders’
involvement in coalition warfare. Given the aftermath of the Iraq War and its long-term conse-
quences for the Middle East and Western democracies’ security policies, the topic remains of
imminent relevance. Drawing on original data for 51 leaders from 29 democracies, the article fur-
ther provides new empirical evidence for scholarly debates on democracy and military victory,
leaders and war outcomes, and the related discussion of whether terrorism ‘works’.8

To account for complex causal paths towards coalition withdrawal, the article applies the set-
theoretic method of fuzzy-set Qualitative Comparative Analysis (fsQCA). This novel methodo-
logical approach allows the integration of various explanatory factors for a systematic cross-case
analysis that takes into account equifinal and conjunctural relationships between causal factors,
aimed at the identification of necessary and sufficient conditions for early withdrawal.9 This
study thus provides a fresh perspective on democratic leaders and wartime coalitions, comple-
menting extant statistical approaches and small-n case studies. This is the first study of the
Iraq War to examine coalition withdrawal across all of the involved democracies at the level of
individual leaders and for the entire timeframe of operations.10

The article proceeds in five steps. To situate my argument in the literature, I begin with a
review of existing studies on democracy, leaders, and coalition warfare, before developing an inte-
grative explanatory model for coalition withdrawal. The subsequent section introduces the study’s
method and research design. This is followed by a presentation of the results for my set-theoretic

6Ulrich Pilster, Tobias Böhmelt, and Atsushi Tago, ‘Political leadership changes and the withdrawal from military coalition
operations, 1946–2001’, International Studies Perspectives, 16:4 (2013); Atsushi Tago, ‘When are democratic friends unreli-
able? The unilateral withdrawal of troops from the “coalition of the willing”’, Journal of Peace Research, 46:2 (2009).

7Sarah E. Croco, ‘The decider’s dilemma: Leader culpability, war outcomes, and domestic punishment’, American Political
Science Review, 105:3 (2011).

8Michael E. Brown et al. (eds), Do Democracies Win Their Wars? (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 2011); Croco, ‘The deci-
der’s dilemma’; Sarah E. Croco and Jessica L. P. Weeks, ‘War outcomes and leader tenure’, World Politics, 68:4 (2016);
William Rose, Rysia Murphy, and Max Abrahms, ‘Correspondence – does terrorism ever work? The 2004 Madrid train
bombings’, International Security, 32:1 (2007).

9Charles C. Ragin (ed.), Redesigning Social Inquiry: Fuzzy Sets and Beyond (Chicago, IL: University of Chicago Press,
2008); Carsten Q. Schneider and Claudius Wagemann, Set-Theoretic Methods for the Social Sciences: A Guide to
Qualitative Comparative Analysis (New York, NY: Cambridge University Press, 2012).

10Others have limited their analyses to the initial phase of the war, examined the aggregate country level, or conducted
studies on individual states’ involvement, see Tago, ‘When are democratic friends unreliable?’; Cristian Cantir, ‘Coalition
of the Leaving: What Causes the Disintegration of the Multi-National Force in Iraq (2003–2009)’ (unpublished PhD thesis,
University of Kansas, 2011); Jason W. Davidson, ‘Heading for the exits: Democratic allies and withdrawal from Iraq and
Afghanistan’, Democracy and Security, 10:3 (2014).
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analyses of coalition withdrawal decisions from Iraq.11 I conclude with a summary of my findings
and their implications for broader debates on democracy, leaders, and war involvement.

Democracies and coalition withdrawal
Before turning to research on democracies and wartime coalitions, it is important to define the
alliance and coalition concepts. Alliances are traditionally understood as formal or informal rela-
tionships of security cooperation between states. Realists regard alliance formation as a manifest-
ation of external balancing behaviour against aggregate material capabilities or perceived
threats.12 Coalitions, by contrast, are a form of multilateral cooperation forged for a specific mili-
tary operation, to disband when that mission is complete.13

There is a longstanding debate in International Relations as to whether democracy enhances or
hinders alliance commitment and reliability. One strand of research argues that the inherent fea-
tures of democracy as a regime type should strengthen states’ credibility in international interac-
tions and their commitment to previously negotiated alliance agreements.14 Another group of
studies suggests that due to institutional elements specific to democracies, such as regular govern-
ment turnover, electoral politics, and a shifting influence of public opinion and interest groups,
these polities might actually be less reliable allies than non-democracies.15 However, since this
debate focuses on regime-type differences and formal alliance agreements, these studies are of
limited use when trying to explain variation among democracies and democratic leaders as mem-
bers of wartime coalitions.

Compared to the extensive body of research on the alliance reliability of democracies, studies
on military coalitions are less numerous – although the dynamics of these prompt a number of
interesting questions.16 Existing work focuses on coalition choices of the United States, or the
behaviour of its traditional allies.17 Others assess how third parties evaluate threats from coali-
tions or examine the effectiveness of coalitions during interstate wars.18 There is also comparative
work on military contributions to US-led coalitions in Iraq, Libya, and against Daesh.19

11Additional documentation is provided in the appendix and supplementary material. For replication data and R code, see
Harvard Dataverse, available at: {https://dataverse.harvard.edu/dataverse/patrick_mello} accessed 25 April 2019.

12Kenneth N. Waltz, Theory of International Politics (Boston, MS: McGraw-Hill, 1979); Stephen M. Walt, The Origins of
Alliances (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 1987).

13Weitsman, Waging War, p. 36; Scott Wolford, The Politics of Military Coalitions (New York: Cambridge University
Press, 2015), p. 7.

14Choi, ‘Fighting to the finish’; Fearon, ‘Domestic political audiences and the escalation of international disputes’; Gaubatz,
‘Democratic states and commitment in international relations’; Leeds, Mattes, and Vogel, ‘Interests, institutions, and the reli-
ability of international commitments’; William Reed, ‘Alliance duration and democracy: an extension and cross-validation of
“democratic states and commitment in international relations”’, American Journal of Political Science, 41:3 (1997).

15Desch, ‘Democracy and victory’; Gartzke and Gleditsch, ‘Why democracies may actually be less reliable allies’; Dan Reiter
and Allan C. Stam, Democracies at War (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2002); Smith, ‘Diversionary foreign policy
in democratic systems’.

16Mello and Saideman, ‘The politics of multinational military operations’, p. 31.
17Sarah E. Kreps, Coalitions of Convenience: United States Military Interventions after the Cold War (New York, NY:

Oxford University Press, 2011); Jason W. Davidson, America’s Allies and War: Kosovo, Afghanistan, and Iraq (New York:
Palgrave Macmillan, 2011); Stéfanie von Hlatky, American Allies in Times of War: The Great Asymmetry (Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 2013); Marina E. Henke, ‘The politics of diplomacy: How the United States builds multilateral military coa-
litions’, International Studies Quarterly, 61:2 (2017).

18Scott Wolford, ‘Power, preferences, and balancing: the durability of coalitions and the expansion of conflict’,
International Studies Quarterly, 58:1 (2014); Daniel S. Morey, ‘Military coalitions and the outcome of interstate wars’,
Foreign Policy Analysis, 12:4 (2016).

19Patrick A. Mello, Democratic Participation in Armed Conflict: Military Involvement in Kosovo, Afghanistan, and Iraq
(Basingstoke: Palgrave Macmillan, 2014); Stephen M. Saideman, ‘The ambivalent coalition: Doing the least one can do against
the Islamic State’, Contemporary Security Policy, 37:2 (2016); Tim Haesebrouck, ‘NATO burden sharing in Libya: a fuzzy set
Qualitative Comparative Analysis’, Journal of Conflict Resolution, 61:10 (2017).
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Several studies specifically explore preconditions of coalition withdrawal. Tago finds that
upcoming elections tend to accelerate a departure from Iraq, while leadership turnover is unre-
lated to the timing of coalition defection. For Tago these results indicate that governments renege
on international commitments to prevent domestic electoral consequences. In a similar vein,
Cantir emphasises the centrality of domestic politics to account for withdrawal decisions and
Davidson finds that when domestic political consensus on a military operation breaks down –
as when the opposition and the public both favour withdrawal – departure becomes ‘just a matter
of time’.20 Pilster and colleagues show that leadership turnover enhances the likelihood of coali-
tion withdrawal and that the risk of defection increases when democracies hold elections during
coalition operations.21 Notably, the findings of Pilster et al. contrast with studies that find dem-
ocracies to keep their military alliance commitments and, more specifically, their wartime com-
mitments despite leadership changes.22 Most recently, Weisiger examines coalition withdrawal
with a focus on battlefield circumstances, arguing that separate frontlines and prospects of defeat
increase the likelihood of coalition abandonment.23 Finally, Massie’s comparison of Canadian
and Dutch deployments to Afghanistan emphasises the interplay between electoral incentives,
rightist partisanship, and elite consensus to account for leaders’ withdrawal decisions.24

In sum, prior studies on coalition withdrawal enhance our understanding because they explore
the conditions under which defection occurs, rather than focusing on whether democracies per se
are more (or less) reliable than non-democracies. However, two important limitations remain.
First, many studies generalise across large time periods. This helps to identify broader trends
but also conceals substantial variation across time and within the group of democracies.25

Hence, to gain a better understanding of the conditions that motivate decisions to defect from
contemporary wartime coalitions, a focus on the post-Cold War era and specific conflicts is
needed. Second, studies on specific military coalitions often investigate only a small number of
countries or limit their analyses to the formation phase of an operation.26 While these studies
help to identify decision-making processes for specific cases, whether their results apply to a lar-
ger group of democracies across the entire timeframe of coalition operations thus remains an
open question.

Explaining coalition withdrawal
Based on the preceding review, this section develops an integrative theoretical framework to
explain early withdrawal from the Iraq War coalition. While most hypotheses relate to single con-
ditions, none of these is presumed to be individually necessary and/or sufficient for early with-
drawal from coalition operations. Instead, I expect specific combinations of conditions to be
jointly sufficient to bring about the outcome and that multiple paths towards early coalition with-
drawal exist. In methodological terms, this indicates that a factor is conceived as an INUS con-
dition, that is, ‘an insufficient but necessary part of a condition, which is itself unnecessary but

20Cantir, ‘Coalition of the Leaving’; Davidson, ‘Heading for the exits’, p. 276.
21Pilster, Böhmelt, and Tago, ‘Political leadership changes’, p. 13.
22See Leeds, Mattes, and Vogel, ‘Interests, institutions, and the reliability of international commitments’, p. 475; Choi,

‘Fighting to the finish’, p. 649.
23Alex Weisiger, ‘When do states abandon coalition partners during war?’, International Studies Quarterly, advance access

(2016), available at: {doi: 10.1093/isq/sqw029}. For conceptual work on coalition defection with illustrations from the Iraq
War, see Kathleen J. McInnis, ‘Varieties of defection strategies from multinational military operations: Insights from
Operation Iraqi Freedom’, Contemporary Security Policy, 40:1 (2019).

24Justin Massie, ‘Why democratic allies defect prematurely: Canadian and Dutch unilateral pullouts from the war in
Afghanistan’, Democracy and Security, 12:2 (2016).

25See Tago, ‘When are democratic friends unreliable?’; Pilster, Böhmelt, and Tago, ‘Political leadership changes’; Weisiger,
‘When do states abandon coalition partners during war?’

26See Davidson, ‘Heading for the exits’; von Hlatky, American Allies in Times of War; Cantir, ‘Coalition of the Leaving’;
Massie, ‘Why democratic allies defect prematurely’.
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sufficient for the result’.27 Based on this definition, an INUS condition implies equifinality and
conjunctural causation, meaning the presence of combinations of conditions and multiple path-
ways towards the outcome.28

Leadership change

Changes in a country’s political leadership are often associated with a change in policy. All else
being equal, leadership change is thus expected to enhance the likelihood of early withdrawal
from military coalition operations. There are several reasons why this might occur. First, a
new leader can more easily renege on prior governments’ coalition commitments than a prede-
cessor who authorised and justified an initial military deployment. Coming into government
from the opposition ranks, it is common procedure that a new leader reviews pre-existing pol-
icies, especially costly and unpopular military operations.29 By contrast, ‘culpable’ leaders who
are responsible for their country’s war involvement will have strong incentives to continue mili-
tary operations because withdrawal might prompt domestic punishment by their citizens.30

Second, a new leadership often goes hand-in-hand with a change in partisanship, which further
enhances the likelihood of a policy shift.31 Studies show that rightist governments by and large
supported the Iraq War, whereas many leftist counterparts decided to abstain from military par-
ticipation.32 This means that those governments that initially decided to become involved mili-
tarily were predominantly rightist, many of which were later replaced by leftist executives.
Finally, on an individual level, research finds that the policy choices of leaders are informed
by their personal beliefs and formative political experiences.33 Hence, even a change of leadership
within the same political party, for instance after a resignation of the incumbent leader, can result
in different policies when a political situation comes down to subjective perception and personal
values.

Against this backdrop, I expect leadership change to be neither individually necessary nor suf-
ficient but part of combinations of conditions that are sufficient for early coalition withdrawal.
One such combination is a new leader with leftist partisanship. This yields the following hypoth-
esis: H1: A change in the political leadership combined with leftist partisanship is a sufficient con-
dition for early withdrawal from coalition operations.

Upcoming elections

Regular elections are a central requirement of democratic politics, but from a foreign policy per-
spective their occurrence entails the risk that electoral campaigning and party politics come into
conflict with international commitments. Facing an election, a government may feel under pres-
sure to change its foreign policy course, especially when public support for a military engagement
is eroding.34 The latter is likely to be the case when military and civilian casualties amount,

27John L. Mackie, ‘Causes and conditions’, American Philosophical Quarterly, 2:4 (1965), p. 245.
28For discussions of set-relational causation, see James Mahoney, ‘Toward a unifiedt heory of causality’, Comparative

Political Studies, 41:4/5 (2008); Ingo Rohlfing, Case Studies and Causal Inference: An Integrative Framework (Basingstoke:
Palgrave Macmillan, 2012), pp. 51–60.

29Gartzke and Gleditsch, ‘Why democracies may actually be less reliable allies’; Pilster, Böhmelt, and Tago, ‘Political lead-
ership changes’.

30Croco, ‘The decider’s dilemma’.
31Leeds, Mattes, and Vogel, ‘Interests, institutions, and the reliability of international commitments’.
32Jürgen Schuster and Herbert Maier, ‘The rift: Explaining Europe’s divergent Iraq policies in the run-up of the

American-led war on Iraq’, Foreign Policy Analysis, 2:3 (2006); Mello, Democratic Participation in Armed Conflict.
33Andrew Bennett, ‘The guns that didn’t smoke: Ideas and the Soviet non-use of force in 1989’, Journal of Cold War

Studies, 7:2 (2005); Elizabeth N. Saunders, Leaders at War: How Presidents Shape Military Interventions (Ithaca, NY:
Cornell University Press, 2011).

34Reiter and Stam, Democracies at War, p. 200.
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adverse media coverage gains in frequency, or when a government’s political opposition promises
troop withdrawal upon election into office. Situations like these can provide incentives for an
incumbent leader to initiate a foreign policy reversal, leading to early coalition withdrawal.
Empirical studies have repeatedly shown that democratic leaders engage in less conflictive behav-
iour during pre-election periods. For instance, Gaubatz finds that democracies ‘resist the inter-
national pressures to start wars’ before elections.35 Similarly, Huth and Allee demonstrate that
democratic leaders behave less aggressively when elections are imminent, while being more will-
ing to pursue territorial claims shortly after national elections.36 Likewise, Williams finds that
governments are more constrained and behave less aggressively when an election is forthcom-
ing.37 Haesebrouck shows that a government’s position in the electoral cycle had a sizeable impact
on NATO burden sharing in Libya.38 Finally, Tago argues that many governments involved in
Iraq engaged in ‘strategic position-taking’, as in terminating their country’s deployment when
a national election was imminent.39 This leads to hypothesis H2: Upcoming elections are an
INUS condition for early withdrawal from coalition operations.

Leftist partisanship

Politics in contemporary democracies largely comes down to party politics. While a substantial
literature exists on the relationship between public policy and political partisanship, recent
work shifted the focus of partisan influence analysis to the area of security studies.40 These studies
report systematic differences between parties on the left and the right on substantive questions
regarding the use of force.41 Arguments about partisanship rest on the idea that parties are
‘policy-seekers’ who aim to implement policy that reflects their ideological positions, while the
‘office-seeking’ conception sees political parties as policy-blind.42 Leftist parties are typically
more reluctant to use force, preferring non-military approaches of conflict resolution, whereas
rightist parties traditionally consider the armed forces an instrument of power that can be
used strategically whenever economic or military assets are endangered.43 Comparative studies
show that across Europe rightist parties have been more supportive of military deployments
than their leftist counterparts.44 As indicated, studies on the Iraq War found that rightist govern-
ments tended to support military participation, while leftist executives predominantly
abstained.45 Against this backdrop, it is expected that a left executive is part of combinations

35Kurt Taylor Gaubatz, ‘Election cycles and war’, Journal of Conflict Resolution, 35:2 (1991), p. 232.
36Paul K. Huth and Todd L. Allee, The Democratic Peace and Territorial Conflict in the Twentieth Century, Cambridge

Studies in International Relations (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2002), p. 159.
37Laron K. Williams, ‘Flexible election timing and international conflict’, International Studies Quarterly, 57:3 (2013),

p. 459.
38Haesebrouck, ‘NATO burden sharing in Libya’, p. 18.
39Tago, ‘When are democratic friends unreliable?’, p. 230. See also Davidson, ‘Heading for the exits’; Pilster, Böhmelt, and

Tago, ‘Political leadership changes’.
40James P. Allan and Lyle Scruggs, ‘Political partisanship and welfare state reform in advanced industrial societies’,

American Journal of Political Science, 48:3 (2004); Torben Iversen and John D. Stephens, ‘Partisan politics, the welfare
state, and three worlds of human capital formation’, Comparative Political Studies, 41:4/5 (2008).

41Wolfgang Wagner et al., ‘The party politics of legislative-executive relations in security and defence policy’, West
European Politics, 40:1 (2017); Mello, Democratic Participation in Armed Conflict; Philip Arena and Glenn Palmer,
‘Politics or the economy? Domestic correlates of dispute involvement in developed democracies’, International Studies
Quarterly, 53:4 (2009); Brian C. Rathbun, Partisan Interventions: European Party Politics and Peace Enforcement in the
Balkans (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 2004); Schuster and Maier, ‘The rift’.

42Kaare Strøm, Minority Government and Majority Rule (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1990).
43Rathbun, Partisan Interventions.
44Wagner et al., ‘The party politics of legislative-executive relations’; Tim Haesebrouck and Patrick A. Mello, ‘Patterns of

Political Ideology and Security Policy’, unpublished manuscript (2019).
45Mello, Democratic Participation in Armed Conflict; Schuster and Maier, ‘The rift’.
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that lead towards coalition withdrawal. One such combination is the conjunction of leadership
change and leftist partisanship, as formulated in H1.

46

Low coalition commitment

The dynamics between members of ad hoc coalitions reflect the familiar logic of the ‘alliance
security dilemma’, where states face the opposite fears of ‘abandonment’ and ‘entrapment’, having
to resolve two essential but conflicting foreign policy goals: enhancing their own security versus
strengthening political autonomy vis-à-vis other states.47 An alliance commitment might increase
security by a mutual defence guarantee, but it also comprises the risk of becoming drawn into
other countries’ armed conflicts and having to fight over an ally’s interests, which reduces auton-
omy. On the other hand, non-cooperation or defection increase autonomy but they also raise the
danger of being deserted in future conflicts. This logic has been applied in studies on burden
sharing where it was conceptualised as ‘alliance dependence’ or ‘alliance value’.48 Here, I use
the term ‘coalition commitment’ to indicate that military operations take place in an ad hoc coali-
tion framework. Nonetheless, members of such coalitions are often also members of the same
formal alliance or have signed mutual security treaties and thus must take into account that
their actions in the coalition affect the larger alliance relationship, which makes them prone to
similar fears of entrapment and abandonment.49 In addition to coalition and alliance concerns,
democratic leaders must also respond to domestic audiences and make difficult choices when
there is conflict between international and domestic demands.50 Against this backdrop, I regard
the size of a country’s military deployment relative to its military expenditure as an observable
indicator of a government’s coalition commitment to the multilateral operation. I expect the
greater a state’s relative coalition commitment, the more likely it is this state maintains its military
deployment until the official end of coalition operations. By contrast, low commitment, under-
stood as a proportionately small military contribution, is expected to enhance the likelihood of
early withdrawal from coalition operations. Importantly, this does not entail any assumptions
about why states make contributions. As evidenced by many works on burden sharing, there
can be a variety of reasons why leaders decide to contribute, including threat perception, prestige
seeking, alliance value, financial incentives, or normative expectations.51 This leads to hypothesis
H3: Low commitment is an INUS condition for early withdrawal from coalition operations.

46As one of the reviewers rightly noted, this implies that the presence of a leftist leader at the time of the initial deployment
should work against early coalition withdrawal. A prominent example is the United Kingdom, where Prime Minister Blair did
not have to be concerned about electoral ramifications, at least not during the early phases of the war, because the conser-
vative opposition had already indicated its support for the military operation. For a detailed account of the British case, see
James Strong, Public Opinion, Legitimacy and Tony Blair’s War in Iraq (London: Routledge, 2017).

47Glenn H. Snyder, ‘The security dilemma in alliance politics’, World Politics, 36:4 (1984).
48Andrew Bennett, Joseph Lepgold, and Danny Unger, ‘Burden sharing in the Persian Gulf War’, International

Organization, 48:1 (1994); Andrew Bennett, Joseph Lepgold, and Danny Unger (eds), Friends in Need: Burden Sharing in
the Gulf War (New York, NY: St Martin’s Press, 1997); Davidson, America’s Allies and War; Davidson, ‘Heading for the
exits’. See also the applications by Daniel F. Baltrusaitis, Coalition Politics and the Iraq War: Determinants of Choice
(Boulder: First Forum Press, 2009); Weitsman, Waging War; and Haesebrouck, ‘NATO burden sharing in Libya’. See also
Justin Massie, ‘Public contestation and policy resistance: Canada’s oversized military commitment to Afghanistan’, Foreign
Policy Analysis, 12:1 (2016).

49Weitsman, Waging War, ch. 6.
50Farrell, ‘Introduction: Military adaptation in war’; Sarah E. Kreps, ‘Elite consensus as a determinant of alliance cohesion:

Why public opinion gardly matters for NATO-led operations in Afghanistan’, Foreign Policy Analysis, 6:3 (2010).
51Randall Newnham, ‘“Coalition of the bribed and bullied?” U.S. economic linkage and the Iraq war coalition’,

International Studies Perspectives, 9:2 (2008); Davidson, America’s Allies and War; Tim Haesebrouck, ‘Democratic participa-
tion in the air strikes against Islamic State: a Qualitative Comparative Analysis’, Foreign Policy Analysis (2016), available at:
{doi:10.1093/fpa/orw035}; Jens Ringsmose, ‘NATO burden-sharing redux: Continuity and change after the Cold War’,
Contemporary Security Policy, 31:2 (2010); Haesebrouck, ‘Democratic participation in the air strikes against Islamic State’;
Bennett, Lepgold, and Unger, Friends in Need.
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Fatalities

Studies show that governments’ fear of public casualty-aversion, whether grounded in fact or
merely assumed, impacts upon decision-making in foreign and security policy.52 Political leaders
are sensitive to the risks associated with military engagements, which are particularly high for
forward-deployed ground forces because these face a higher likelihood of injury or death than
rear support units. Hence, democratic peace research has made casualty-aversion a ‘central build-
ing block’ of its argument that governments are reluctant to engage in risky military operations.53

While military tasks and engagement intensity varied across the Iraq War coalition, all of the
observed countries in this article deployed ground forces and many of them suffered military
and civilian fatalities.54 When casualties increase, so does politicians’ fear of electoral punishment
by a supposedly casualty-averse public. Hence the prospect of suffering war casualties is seen as
the principal political constraint on government leaders when it comes to the use of force.55

While this conventional view has been challenged by studies that question the assumed direct
relationship between casualty levels and public support and those who argue that public expecta-
tions of success are a decisive intervening factor, even these sceptical studies observe casualty sen-
sitivity and that it poses a constraint on decision-makers’ cost-benefit calculations.56 Indicative of
this, Tago finds that combat-related deaths substantially increase the likelihood of coalition with-
drawal.57 This leads to hypothesis H4: Fatalities are an INUS condition for early withdrawal from
coalition operations.

Alternative explanations

To explain early withdrawal from wartime coalitions, I draw on prominent arguments from the
debate on democracy and coalition reliability and factors deemed crucial in the context of the Iraq
War. My integrative theoretical framework thus offers a broad account of coalition withdrawal.
Yet, critics might object to the exclusion of public opinion as a plausible alternative explanation
of withdrawal decisions. Prior research has shown that public opinion can be an important factor
in decisions on war involvement.58

I do not include measures of public opinion in the set-theoretic analysis for two reasons. First,
while the extent of public opposition to the Iraq War differs, across the globe ‘populations over-
whelmingly opposed the war’ from the outset, as Baum and Potter note. Even among those

52Hugh Smith, ‘What costs will democracies bear? A review of popular theories of casualty aversion’, Armed Forces &
Society, 31:4 (2005); Matthew A. Baum and Philip B. K. Potter, ‘The relationship between mass media, public opinion,
and foreign policy: Toward a theoretical synthesis’, Annual Review of Political Science, 11 (2008); Niklas Schörnig,
‘Casualty aversion in democratic security provision: Procurement and the defense industrial base’, in Matthew Evangelista,
Harald Müller, and Niklas Schörnig (eds), Democracy and Security (New York, NY: Routledge, 2008).

53Anna Geis and Wolfgang Wagner, ‘How far is it from Königsberg to Kandahar? Democratic peace and democratic vio-
lence in international relations’, Review of International Studies, 37:4 (2011), p. 1571.

54I use the terms fatalities and casualties synonymously. My analysis includes military and civilian fatalities, as I describe
below.

55Edward N. Luttwak, ‘A post-heroic military policy’, Foreign Affairs, 75:4 (1996).
56Philip P. Everts, Democracy and Military Force (Basingstoke: Palgrave, 2002); Christopher Gelpi, Peter D. Feaver, and

Jason Reifler, Paying the Human Costs of War: American Public Opinion and Casualties in Military Conflicts (Princeton,
NJ: Princeton University Press, 2009).

57Tago, ‘When Are Democratic Friends Unreliable?’, p. 231.
58For instance, Baum and Potter develop a theory of democratic constraint, where public opinion and media access are

central ingredients, see Baum and Potter, War and Democratic Constraint. Dieterich, Hummel, and Marschall argue that
the combination of parliamentary war powers and a war-averse public stopped many European governments from partici-
pating in the Iraq War, see Sandra Dieterich, Hartwig Hummel, and Stefan Marschall, ‘Bringing democracy back in: the
democratic peace, parliamentary war powers and European participation in the 2003 Iraq War’, Cooperation and Conflict,
50:1 (2015).
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countries that decided to partake in the Iraq War, public opposition reached 62 per cent on aver-
age.59 Equally important, while plenty of survey data exists for the larger states involved, for many
of the smaller coalition members there is simply no consistent and comparable data that covers
the entire timeframe from 2003 to 2008. This makes comparisons unreliable, especially if mean-
ingful data is required for specific points in time, for instance right before leadership changes or
national elections. Nonetheless, my analysis of primary and secondary sources also yielded public
opinion data for several countries, which allowed me to complement the set-theoretic analysis
with case-specific information on public preferences to shed light on particular patterns,
which I discuss below.

Others might criticise that I neglect individual leader characteristics that could be related to
withdrawal decisions. The growing literature on leaders and war has made important contribu-
tions to our understanding of the role of individual decision-makers in international conflict.60

However, for the present study the emphasis rests on the domestic political circumstances
under which leaders make foreign policy decisions – irrespective of their individual background.
Fruitful avenues for prospective studies could be to explore whether the identified paths to coali-
tion withdrawal contain specific types of leaders and whether these patterns also apply to other
conflicts.

Method and research design
This article applies the set-theoretic method of fuzzy-set Qualitative Comparative Analysis.
Because of the relative novelty of the approach, especially in the field of security studies,61 I pro-
vide a brief summary of its basic logic and analytical procedure.62 Since its foundation, QCA was
directed at the ‘middle ground’ between qualitative and quantitative approaches.63 As QCA ana-
lyses the specific preconditions for an outcome, causal relations are framed in the terminology of
necessary and sufficient conditions: a ‘substantively important’ notion of causation, which has
gained increased attention among social scientists.64 Particular strengths of QCA are its capacity
to account for conjunctural causation and equifinality.65 The first concept concerns the idea that

59Baum and Potter, ‘War and democratic constraint’, p. 104; Peter Furia and Bethany Barratt, ‘Conclusion’, in Sobel, Furia,
and Barratt (eds), Public Opinion and International Intervention, p. 238; Mello, ’Democratic participation in armed conflict,
p. 168; Sobel, Furia, and Barratt (eds), Public Opinion and International Intervention.

60Michael C. Horowitz, Allan C. Stam, and Cali M. Ellis, Why Leaders Fight (New York: Cambridge University Press,
2015); Giacomo Chiozza and H. E. Goemans, Leaders and International Conflict (New York: Cambridge University Press,
2011); Croco and Weeks, ‘War outcomes and leader tenure’; Douglas C. Foyle, ‘Public opinion and foreign policy: Elite beliefs
as a mediating variable’, International Studies Quarterly, 41:1 (1997).

61Recent QCA applications in conflict and security studies include Corinne Bara, ‘Incentives and opportunities: a
complexity-oriented explanation of violent ethnic conflict’, Journal of Peace Research, 51:6 (2014); Martin Binder, ‘Paths
to intervention: What explains the UN’s selective response to humanitarian crises?’, Journal of Peace Research, 52:6
(2015); Haesebrouck, ‘NATO burden sharing in Libya’.

62For comprehensive introductions to QCA, see Ragin (ed.), Redesigning Social Inquiry; Benoît Rihoux and Charles
C. Ragin (eds), Configurational Comparative Methods: Qualitative Comparative Analysis (QCA) and Related Techniques
(Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage, 2009); Schneider and Wagemann, Set-Theoretic Methods for the Social Sciences. On robustness
tests, see Adrian Duşa, QCA with R: A Comprehensive Resource (Cham: Springer, 2018), p. 256; Svend-Erik Skaaning,
‘Assessing the robustness of crisp-set and fuzzy-set QCA results’, Sociological Methods & Research, 40:2 (2011).

63Charles C. Ragin, Fuzzy-Set Social Science (Chicago, IL: University of Chicago Press, 2000), p. 22; Charles C. Ragin, The
Comparative Method: Moving Beyond Qualitative and Quantitative Strategies (Berkeley, CA: University of California Press,
1987).

64David Collier, Henry E. Brady, and Jason Seawright, ‘Sources of leverage in causal inference: Toward an alternative view
of methodology’, in Henry E. Brady and David Collier (eds), Rethinking Social Inquiry (Lanham: Rowman & Littlefield,
2010), 147; Gary Goertz and James Mahoney, A Tale of Two Cultures: Qualitative and Quantitative Research in the Social
Sciences (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2012).

65I follow the set-theoretic literature in the usage of these terms. As a caveat, it is important to note that neither correla-
tions nor set relations imply causation when found in observational data.
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configurations of conditions are jointly sufficient and/or necessary for an outcome, while the
second relates to the existence of multiple pathways that lead towards an outcome.66 This
makes QCA particularly amenable to test the kind of relationships derived from the literature
and hypothesised in my theory section.

The fuzzy-set variant of QCA allows for qualitative and quantitative differentiation. Whereas
crisp sets assume binary scores, fuzzy sets can take on any score between 0 and 1. Fuzzy sets are
calibrated based on three qualitative anchors determined by the researcher. These thresholds indi-
cate above which scores in the raw data cases are considered to be ‘fully in’ a specified set (receiv-
ing a fuzzy score of 1), when they are ‘neither in nor out’ (fuzzy score of 0.5), or when they are
‘fully out’ of a given set (fuzzy score of 0). On this basis, the direct method of calibration applies a
logistic function to transform raw data into fuzzy scores.67 The resulting fine-grained scores indi-
cate whether cases are qualitatively rather ‘in’ or ‘out’ and to which quantitative extent they show
membership in a given set.68

Case selection: 51 leaders from 29 democracies

This article focuses on withdrawal from the Iraq War coalition as one of the rare cases in recent
history where military operations occurred outside of existing alliance frameworks, lasted for an
extensive period of time, and a large number of democracies were involved.69 Given the polarised
political debate about the initiation of the war and countries’ military involvement in it, the Iraq
War can be considered a ‘most likely’ case for arguments on electoral incentives, leadership turn-
over, and partisan politics.70 By contrast, many NATO member states witnessed broad political
consensus on whether to contribute to the ISAF mission in Afghanistan, at least during the initial
years of the military mission. Arguably, this made it less likely to see political campaigning on the
issue.71

The cases selected for observation are democratic leaders’ decisions to withdraw from the war
coalition, including deployments to the ‘Multi-National Force Iraq’ (MNF-I) that was established
after the invasion. While the first coalition forces entered Iraq on March 19, 2003, the multi-
national coalition was not recognised until the UN Security Council passed Resolution 1511
on 16 October 2003. The US Administration announced that 38 other countries provided military
personnel to the U.S.-led ‘coalition of the willing’ in Iraq.72 This group of countries included 29
democracies, if a combined Polity IV score of seven or higher is taken as a threshold for demo-
cratic polities. Of these I investigate 51 leaders, starting with those executives who made the initial
decision to participate in Iraq and including all following leaders who assumed power before
January 2008 and who made a withdrawal announcement or were in power for at least 12 months
(see Table A1 for a full listing).

66For an inventory of causes based on set theory, see James Mahoney, Erin Kimball, and Kendra L. Koivu, ‘The logic of
historical explanation in the social sciences’, Comparative Political Studies, 42:1 (2009); Rohlfing, Case Studies and Causal
Inference.

67Ragin (ed.), Redesigning Social Inquiry.
68Detailed information on calibration and descriptive statistics of the data are provided in the supplementary material (link

provided at the end of the article).
69Among others, this distinguishes the Iraq campaign from Afghanistan, where operations were taken over by NATO in

August 2003. For a detailed account of the ISAF mission, see Auerswald and Saideman, NATO in Afghanistan.
70This follows an informal usage of the term ‘most-likely case’, see Rohlfing, Case Studies and Causal Inference, p. 85.
71On ‘elite collusion’ over Afghanistan, see Philippe Lagassé and Patrick A. Mello, ‘The unintended consequences of par-

liamentary involvement: Elite collusion and Afghanistan deployments in Canada and Germany’, British Journal of Politics
and International Relations, 20:1 (2018).

72Other countries provided political and/or financial support, but made no military contribution, see US-GAO, Stabilizing
and Rebuilding Iraq: Coalition Support and International Donor Commitments (Washington, DC: Government
Accountability Office, 2007).
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Outcome: Early withdrawal from coalition operations

The outcome to be explained is the early withdrawal of a country’s armed forces from coalition
operations in Iraq.73 The relevant timeframe begins in March 2003 with the invasion by US-led
coalition forces and it ends in December 2008, when the UN mandate for MNF-I expired and the
multinational coalition disbanded.74 The expiration of the UN mandate is treated as a natural end
point to coalition operations, because it forced coalition members either to individually negotiate
bilateral treaties with the Iraqi government regarding the status of their forces or to withdraw
their troops altogether. Of the 29 democracies studied, only the governments of Australia,
Romania, and the United Kingdom signed bilateral treaties with the Iraqi government. El
Salvador and Estonia purportedly sought to find similar arrangements, but eventually decided
to withdraw in January 2009.75

Cases are coded as instances of Early Withdrawal if a government made an official announce-
ment of full withdrawal anytime between 19 March 2003 and 31 May 2008, seven months before
the end of coalition operations.76 Some governments announced the full withdrawal of their
ground and/or combat forces, while leaving in place units in supporting roles (Australia) or
for helicopter observation (Denmark). For the purposes of this study, I code these as instances
of early withdrawal (with a lower fuzzy score) because each government reduced its deployment
in substantial, qualitative terms – beyond a mere reduction of forces. Partial withdrawal
announcements or policy statements without a specified exit date were not counted as cases of
early withdrawal. For instance, Italian Prime Minister Berlusconi made a tentative withdrawal
announcement before regional elections, but he did not specify the time of departure. His
Defense Minister Antonio Martino later made a similar announcement, but the exit date was sup-
posed to be one year ahead and eight months after national elections, which left substantial ambi-
guity about this decision. Likewise, the Polish government under Prime Minister Belka declared
its intent to withdraw from Iraq without a firm exit date. Hence these cases were not considered
full instances of early withdrawal and received fuzzy scores of 0.30.77

Because the article is primarily interested in democratic foreign policy decisions, its focus rests
on political withdrawal announcements rather than military exit dates. This means that cases
where governments’ withdrawal decisions were overturned by institutional veto players or succes-
sor governments were still coded as instances of early withdrawal, even when military operations
continued eventually.78 Figure 1 shows a timeline of the Iraq War with US troop numbers, the
level of non-US coalition forces in Iraq, and key dates including the Iraqi national assembly elec-
tions, the US troop surge, and the official end of MNF-I. Points in the coalition timeline refer to
national withdrawal announcements, starting with Nicaragua (Bolaños Geyer) in February 2004

73I follow Wolford in avoiding the term ‘unilateral’ due to its loaded nature. Instead I use the term ‘early’ withdrawal to
qualify the observed foreign policy decisions. See Wolford, The Politics of Military Coalitions, p. 23.

74UN Security Council Resolution 1511 authorised ‘a multinational force under unified command to take all necessary
measures to contribute to the maintenance of security and stability in Iraq …’ (16 October 2003). The mandate for
MNF-I was extended several times up until resolution 1790 (18 December 2007).

75Catherine M. Dale, Operation Iraqi Freedom: Strategies, Approaches, Results, and Issues for Congress (Washington, DC:
Congressional Research Service, 2009).

76Across the observed countries, the average time between withdrawal announcement and actual troop exit was 6.75
months. Hence, placing the cutoff seven months in advance of MNF-I’s expiry helps to separate cases of early withdrawal
from regular departure near the end of coalition operations. Empirically, there is a clear separation between instances of
early withdrawal up until November 2007 and departures toward the end of MNF-I, as visualised in Figure 1.

77See Table S2 (supplementary material) for a documentation of my calibration criteria and the assigned scores.
78The only such case was Romania, where the Supreme Defense Council voted down the government’s withdrawal initia-

tive. As a robustness test, I also ran an analysis where Romania (RO2) was coded as a negative case (see Table S10 in the
supplementary material). The results broadly confirm my findings.
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Figure 1. US and non-US troops in Iraq and sequence of withdrawal announcements (2003–10).
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and ending with Albania (Berisha), El Salvador (Saca), and Estonia (Ansip) in January 2009.79

The dashed line highlights the 31 May 2008 threshold to distinguish early withdrawal from regu-
lar departure near the end of coalition operations.

Explanatory conditions: Operationalisation and data

The analysis includes five explanatory conditions.80 Leadership Change refers to a change at the
head of the executive after a country’s military deployment to Iraq. This can be the result of elec-
tions or because the former prime minister or president stepped down and was replaced by a
caretaker or successor from his or her own party.81 My study comprises 51 leaders, including
22 leaders who came to power when their country was already involved in Iraq (fuzzy score
1.0). Nine of these were not elected but took office after the resignation of the former leader. I
assign a lower fuzzy score (0.6) to these cases because the expectations associated with leadership
change do not apply to the same extent as for elected leaders. For instance, Gordon Brown
became British prime minister when Tony Blair stepped down before the end of his third
term in June 2007 and in Poland Marek Belka succeeded Leszek Miller as prime minister after
the latter’s resignation in May 2004. Based on my coding rules, Brown and Belka both receive
a fuzzy score of 0.6.

Upcoming Elections takes into account whether a decision for early withdrawal took place in
the run-up to national elections, indicating a decision made public at the most two months before
national elections were held.82 For leaders who made no early withdrawal announcement the con-
dition is coded positively (score of 1.0) if national elections occurred during their time in office
and before 31 May 2008, as the threshold for regular withdrawal towards the end of coalition
operations. For example, the Portuguese Prime Minister Santana Lopes announced his country’s
withdrawal from Iraq 35 days before national elections and Australia’s Prime Minister Howard
faced elections in October 2004 but maintained his country’s Iraq deployment (both of these
received scores of 1.0).

Leftist Partisanship indicates an executive’s position on a left-right scale in political space. To
cover my sample of 29 countries for the observed time period, my estimate of partisanship draws
on data from the Chapel Hill Expert Survey, complemented by data from the Democratic
Accountability and Linkages Project, and the Comparative Manifesto Project to fill in empirical
gaps.83 For multi-party governments, I calculate a weighted score where each party’s left-right
score is placed in relation to its parliamentary seat shares and the overall number of seats of
the government coalition. Table A1 shows the resulting fuzzy scores (see Table A2 for raw
data and the supplementary material for calibration thresholds). In the Netherlands, for instance,
the conservative-liberal coalition under Prime Minister Balkenende received a weighted left-right
score of 6.29 on a scale from 0 (extreme left) to 10 (extreme right), which resulted in a fuzzy score

79Following a change in leadership, Bulgaria redeployed to Iraq after withdrawing in March 2005. For comparative reasons,
this article focuses on the country’s first deployment and eventual withdrawal (BG1).

80See Tables A1 and A2 (appendix) for raw data and calibrated fuzzy-set conditions. For comprehensive documentation of
my calibration strategy see the supplementary material.

81The results of more restrictive criteria, where leadership change without elections was coded negatively, are shown in
Table S9 in the supplementary material. This procedure yields substantively similar results, indicating the robustness of
my analysis.

82This coding follows Tago, ‘When are democratic friends unreliable?’, p. 229. I also ran a robustness test where a time of
six months before elections was taken as crossover point (see Table S11 in the supplementary material). The change of cali-
bration thresholds has only a minor effect on the substantive pattern of the solution term, which suggests that the findings are
robust.

83Ryan Bakker et al., ‘Measuring party positions in Europe: the Chapel Hill Expert Survey trend file, 1999–2010’, Party
Politics, 21:1 (2015); Herbert Kitschelt, Democratic Accountability and Linkages Project (Durham, NC: Duke University,
2013); Ian Budge et al. (eds), Mapping Policy Preferences: Estimates for Parties, Electors, and Governments, 1945–1998
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2001).
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of 0.05 for leftist partisanship (almost fully out). In Italy, the multi-party Social Democratic coali-
tion under Prime Minister Prodi received a left-right score of 3.49 that translated to a fuzzy score
of 0.97 for leftist partisanship (almost fully in).

Low Commitment reflects a government’s military contribution to coalition operations, relat-
ing the average troop level during a leader’s tenure to a country’s military expenditure during the
same timeframe. Military expenditure data and deployment numbers were drawn from studies on
allied participation in the Iraq War and government sources.84 These scores are calculated as a
country’s share of the overall coalition effort. Hence, values below 1.0 indicate a relatively low
military commitment when placed in relation to a country’s defence spending. Values below
0.5 were considered ‘fully in’ the set low commitment (fuzzy score 1.0), while values above 1.5
were coded as ‘fully out’ of the set (fuzzy score 0). For example, during the tenure of Prime
Minister Koizumi, Japan received a score of 0.11 indicating that the country’s military deploy-
ment was disproportionately low, relative to its military expenditure (fuzzy score of 0.99),
while Lithuania under Prime Minister Brazauskas received a score of 2.88 (fuzzy score 0).

Finally, Fatalities reflects the number of casualties during a leader’s tenure in relation to the
size of a country’s overall military deployment. In addition to military deaths I take into account
civilian deaths as a result of terrorist attacks against a country’s nationals in Iraq. To isolate the
effect of this condition, I only consider casualties that occurred before a withdrawal announce-
ment was made. Military casualty data is from the Iraq Casualties Project,85 whereas data on ter-
rorist attacks draws on the Rand Database of Worldwide Terrorism Incidents,86 counting
incidents with at least one fatality. As for the previous condition, I place the resulting data in rela-
tion to the size of a country’s military deployment. In total, there were 325 military and civilian
fatalities among the observed countries, 241 of which were coded as relevant (excluding non-
hostile causes such as accidents). Overall, 26 out of 51 leaders faced casualties during their
time in office, before a withdrawal announcement. As a qualitative criterion, I distinguish primar-
ily between leaders who experienced casualties and those who did not. Leaders without any cas-
ualties were assigned a fuzzy score of 0, whereas those with casualties received fuzzy scores
between 0.51 and 1.0, depending on the ratio between casualties and deployed troops.87 For
example, El Salvador had three military deaths in Iraq during President Saca’s time in office,
resulting in a casualty-deployment ratio of 7.50 (fuzzy score 1.0), while Australia under Prime
Minister Howard had two civilian deaths and a ratio of 0.19 (fuzzy score 0.75).

When do democracies abandon wartime coalitions?
The core of a QCA is the truth table procedure, which essentially tests for sufficiency.88 However,
the first step of the analysis is to test for necessary conditions. These are calculated with the con-
sistency, coverage, and relevance of necessity (RoN) parameters of fit.89 Table 1 shows the analysis

84SIPRI, SIPRI Yearbook 2015: Armament, Disarmament and International Security (Oxford: Stockholm International
Peace Research Institute, 2015); Stephen A. Carney, Allied Participation in Operation Iraqi Freedom (Washington, DC:
United States Army, 2011); Mello, Democratic Participation in Armed Conflict.

85Iraq Casualties Project, available at: {http://www.icasualties.org/Iraq} accessed 15 November 2018.
86RandDatabaseofWorldwideTerrorism Incidents, available at: {http://www.rand.org/nsrd/projects/ terrorism-incidents.html}

accessed 15 November 2018.
87As a robustness test, I also ran analyses with crisp-set conditions. Table S8 in the supplementary material shows that the

resulting solution paths are substantively similar.
88The analysis was conducted with the R packages ‘QCA’ (version 3.2) and ‘SetMethods’ (version 2.3.1); see Adrian Duşa,

‘User manual for the QCA(GUI) package in R’, Journal of Business Research, 60:5 (2007); Juraj Medzihorsky et al.,
‘SetMethods: Functions for Set-Theoretic Multi-Method Research and Advanced QCA’, R Package Version 2.3.1 (2018).
The R code and replication data is available on Harvard Dataverse: {https://dataverse.harvard.edu/dataverse/patrick_mello}
accessed 25 April 2019.

89For the calculation of consistency and coverage, see Ragin (ed.), Redesigning Social Inquiry, pp. 44–68. For the relevance
of necessity indicator, see Schneider and Wagemann, Set-Theoretic Methods for the Social Sciences, pp. 220–49.
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of necessity for the outcome, across all conditions and their negation. None of these pass the
recommended threshold of 0.90 consistency to be considered a necessary condition for early
withdrawal.90

However, the relatively high value of the absence of upcoming elections (∼E) indicates that
early withdrawal decisions were predominantly made by leaders who did not face elections in
the coming months. Table 2 presents the results of a chi-square test between upcoming elections
and early withdrawal. Indeed, the test of association results show a statistically significant differ-
ence in early withdrawal decisions among leaders who faced elections and those who did not.
While 31 leaders faced elections during their tenure and their country’s Iraq deployment, only
two of these initiated a withdrawal in a two-month period before elections (the Dominican
President Hipólito Mejia and the Portuguese Prime Minister Pedro Santana Lopes). If the coding
is extended to a six-month period, this adds one further case (the Bulgarian President
Sakskoburggotski), without changing the general strength of the empirical relationship.91 This
is an important empirical finding, because it contradicts an expectation derived from prior stud-
ies (H2), namely that imminent elections provide an incentive for leaders to change an unpopular
foreign policy to avert electoral consequences.

To further illustrate this pattern, Figure 2 visualises time in office and election distance for the
18 leaders who authorised early withdrawal from Iraq. Points indicate ‘old leaders’, as in heads of
government were themselves responsible for their country’s Iraq involvement. These could also be
termed ‘culpable leaders’ to use the label introduced by Croco.92 Triangles refer to ‘new leaders’

Table 1. Analysis of necessary conditions for early withdrawal from Iraq.

Condition Consistency Coverage RoN Condition Consistency Coverage RoN

L 0.412 0.435 0.758 ∼L 0.619 0.368 0.472

E 0.175 0.110 0.420 ∼E 0.825 0.800 0.886

P 0.375 0.316 0.640 ∼P 0.659 0.457 0.603

C 0.527 0.543 0.789 ∼C 0.530 0.320 0.463

F 0.524 0.431 0.672 ∼F 0.505 0.357 0.572

Note: L = Leadership Change, E = Upcoming Elections, P = Leftist Partisanship, C = Low Commitment, F = Fatalities, tilde indicates the negation
of a condition, RoN = Relevance of Necessity.

Table 2. Chi-square test: Upcoming elections and early withdrawal from Iraq.

Early
Withdrawal

Upcoming Elections

Yes No Total

Yes 2 16 18

(6.5%) (80.0%)

No 29 4 33

(93.5%) (20.0%)

Total 31 20 51

Note: χ2 = 28.8, df = 1, p < 0.005.

90On thresholds for necessary conditions, see Schneider and Wagemann, Set-Theoretic Methods for the Social Sciences,
p. 278.

91The results of a robustness test based on a six-month period are documented in Table S10 (supplementary material).
92Croco, ‘The decider’s dilemma’.
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Figure 2. Time in office, election distance, and early withdrawal from Iraq.
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who inherited the war involvement from their predecessors. While I discuss individual paths to
withdrawal in more detail below, two observations can be made. First, new leaders who decide to
defect from the coalition mainly make this decision at the start of their time in office, often ful-
filling a campaign promise. Second, when old leaders authorise withdrawal decisions, they pre-
dominantly do so in mid-term or at least with comfortable distance to the next election.
Notably, this empirical pattern runs counter to expectations derived from prior studies, namely
that leaders’ engage in strategic positioning by breaking international commitments in the imme-
diate run-up to elections and that elections generally enhance the likelihood of coalition
defection.93

Truth table analysis

The next step entails the construction of a truth table to identify sufficient conditions, as in cau-
sal factors or combinations of causal factors that consistently bring about the outcome. Table 3
shows the truth table for the outcome early withdrawal (W) and the explanatory conditions
leadership change (L), upcoming elections (E), leftist partisanship (P), low commitment (C),
and fatalities (F). Because the model includes five conditions, the resulting truth table contains
25 = 32 rows of logically possible combinations of conditions. The table displays all rows that
contain empirical cases, omitting logical remainders (combinations without empirical cases).
The ‘consistency’ column indicates the extent to which a given row is sufficient for the outcome.
This measure is complemented by a parameter for the ‘proportional reduction in inconsistency’
(PRI) that indicates ambiguity in the subset relationship if its scores are substantially lower than
consistency.94 Based on these consistency measures, a cut-off point is set by the researcher to
indicate the rows to be included in the Boolean minimisation procedure. Finally, the right-hand
side of the truth table shows how many and which cases fit into which row or combination of
conditions. Bold font designates leaders who announced early withdrawal before the end of
coalition operations, all of which are situated in the top eleven rows of the truth table.
Because rows ten (Dominican Republic/Mejia) and eleven (Portugal/Santana Lopes) have consist-
ency scores and PRI scores substantially below the commonly used threshold of 0.75, I include
only the top nine rows in the minimisation procedure.95

As the final step in the set-theoretic analysis, Boolean algebra is used to minimise the truth
table. Based on a minimisation algorithm, the ‘QCA’ package for R calculates three solution
terms that differ in their treatment of logical remainders and that can be located on a continuum
that ranges from parsimony to complexity.96 Table 4 shows the intermediate solution term for the
analysis of early withdrawal.97 The table displays configurations of conditions of four alternative
paths towards the outcome. I follow the notation introduced by Charles Ragin and Peer Fiss,
according to which black circles (‘ ’) indicate the presence of a condition and crossed-out circles
(‘ ’) their absence.98 The centre of the table shows consistency, PRI, and coverage scores for each
path. Raw coverage reflects how much of the empirical evidence a given path explains, while
unique coverage refers to the share of empirical cases that are solely accounted for by the

93Tago, ‘When are democratic friends unreliable?’; Pilster, Böhmelt, and Tago, ‘Political leadership changes’.
94Schneider and Wagemann, Set-Theoretic Methods for the Social Sciences, p. 242.
95On threshold setting, see ibid., p. 279.
96Duşa, ‘User manual for the QCA(GUI) package in R’; Ragin (ed.), Redesigning Social Inquiry, p. 164.
97The intermediate solution rests on the exclusion of logical remainder row 5. Of the rows without empirical cases, this

combination is judged to be least plausible to show the outcome because leftist partisanship is the sole condition that points
in the expected direction but here it does not combine with leadership change (for the truth table with logical remainders, see
Table S3. For all three solution terms, see Table S5).

98Charles C. Ragin and Peer C. Fiss, ‘Net effects versus configurations: an empirical demonstration’, in Ragin (ed.),
Redesigning Social Inquiry; Peer C. Fiss, ‘Building better causal theories: a fuzzy set approach to typologies in organization
research’, Academy of Management Journal, 54:2 (2011).
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Table 3. Truth table for the outcome early withdrawal from Iraq.

Conditions
Outcome

L E P C F W N Consistency PRI Leaders

0 0 0 0 0 1 2 1.000 1.000 HN1 (Maduro Joest), NI1
(Bolanos Geyer)

0 0 0 0 1 1 3 1.000 1.000 BG1 (Sakskoburggotski),
NL1 (Balkenende), DK1
(A.F. Rasmussen)

0 0 0 1 1 1 2 1.000 1.000 JP1 (Koizumi), PH1
(Macapagal-Arroyo)

0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1.000 1.000 NZ1 (Clark)

1 0 0 0 1 1 2 1.000 1.000 RO2 (Popescu-Tariceanu),
LV2 (Kalvitis)

1 0 1 1 1 1 2 1.000 1.000 ES2 (Zapatero), SK2 (Fico)

0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0.938 0.932 NO1 (Bondevik)

1 0 1 1 0 1 2 0.886 0.876 IT2 (Prodi), AU2 (Rudd)

1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0.817 0.762 HU2 (Gyurcsany)

0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0.739 0.685 DO1 (Mejia)

1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0.654 0.619 PT2 (Santana Lopes)

1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0.557 0.031 PL2 (Belka)

1 0 0 0 0 1 0.351 0.181 MN2 (Elbegdorj)

1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0.316 0.015 CZ2 (Paroubek)

0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0.258 0.007 CZ1 (Spidla)

0 1 0 1 1 0 3 0.253 0.128 IT1 (Berlusconi), AU1
(Howard), ES1 (Aznar)

1 0 1 0 0 3 0.217 0.039 EE2 (Ansip), PL4 (Tusk), CZ3
(Topolanek)

1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0.203 0.056 GB2 (Brown)

0 1 1 0 1 0 5 0.183 0.003 PL1 (Miller), RO1 (Nastase),
GB1 (Blair), MK1
(Crvenkovski), KR1 (Roh)

1 1 1 0 0 0 3 0.168 0.006 LT2 (Kirkilas), MK2
(Buckovski), MN3
(Enkhbold)

0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0.166 0.007 PT1 (Barroso)

0 1 0 0 1 0 4 0.107 0.002 LV1 (Repse), SK1 (Dzurinda),
EE1 (Parts), SV1 (Flores)

0 1 1 0 0 0 5 0.090 0.021 HU1 (Medgyessy), LT1
(Brazauskas), AL1
(Nano), MD1 (Tarlev),
MN1 (Enkhbayar

1 1 0 0 0 0 2 0.064 0.005 AL2 (Berisha), MK3
(Gruevski)

1 1 0 0 1 0 2 0.059 0.006 PL3 (Kaczynski), SV2 (Saca)

Note: L = Leadership Change, E = Upcoming Elections, P = Leftist Partisanship, C = Low Commitment, F = Fatalities, W = Early Withdrawal, bold
cases hold membership > 0.50 in the outcome, logical remainder rows 26–32 are omitted for presentational purposes (see supplementary
material for logical remainders).
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respective configuration. The table further lists which cases each path covers and which cases are
uniquely covered (bold font). The bottom of the table shows the overall solution consistency, PRI,
coverage, and the number of models derived.

Path 1 of the solution combines leadership change, the absence of upcoming elections, and
leftist partisanship (L*∼E*P). In other words, this path describes new leaders from leftist parties
who did not face elections when they announced their country’s departure from Iraq. This path
entails prominent cases of coalition withdrawal that received substantial media coverage, Spain
being the most salient example. Empirically, the conjunction is shared across truth table rows
6, 8, and 9 and it comprises one fourth of the observed instances of early withdrawal (raw cover-
age 0.23). In theoretical terms, this pattern lends support to the expected interaction between
leadership change and leftist partisanship (H1). This means that leadership change by itself is
not sufficient for early withdrawal, but only when combined with leftist partisanship.

The combination entailed in Path 1 uniquely covers Australia (Rudd), Hungary (Gyurcsány),
and Italy (Prodi) and further comprises Spain (Zapatero) and Slovakia (Fico). In Australia, Prime
Minister Rudd announced upon his election that he would withdraw the country’s remaining

Table 4. Paths to early withdrawal from Iraq.

Intermediate Solution

Path 1 Path 2 Path 3 Path 4

Leadership Change

Upcoming Elections

Leftist Partisanship

Low Commitment

Fatalities

Consistency 0.92 0.99 0.98 0.98

PRI 0.91 0.99 0.98 0.98

Raw Coverage 0.23 0.41 0.39 0.23

Unique Coverage 0.15 0.10 0.10 0.04

Covered Cases / Uniquely Covered Cases (Bold) AU2 BG1 BG1 JP1

ES2 DK1 DK1 NO1

HU2 ES2 HN1 NZ1

IT2 JP1 JP1 PH1

SK2 LV2 NI1

NL1 NL1

PH1 NO1

RO2 PH1

SK2

Solution Consistency 0.96

Solution PRI 0.96

Solution Coverage 0.76

Model (Total) M1 (2)

Note: Black circles indicate the presence of a condition, crossed-out circles its absence.
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combat forces, as promised during Labour’s election campaign.99 In Italy, Conservative Prime
Minister Berlusconi indicated shortly before regional elections that he was considering with-
drawal from Iraq but he did not specify an exit date. A year later, the new Prime Minister
Prodi, heading a centre-left coalition government, announced a full withdrawal from Iraq to be
completed within six months.100 In Spain, Socialist Prime Minister Zapatero fulfilled his cam-
paign pledge when he declared his country’s immediate departure from Iraq shortly after assum-
ing office.101

Path 2 of the solution combines the absence of upcoming elections with the occurrence of
fatalities (∼E*F). Hence, this path refers to leaders who did not face elections but who experi-
enced civilian and/or military casualties before the announcement of their country’s retreat
from Iraq. This conjunction is shared across truth table rows 2, 3, 5, and 6, which include
nine cases, corresponding to its high raw coverage (0.41). In line with my theoretical expectations,
the empirical pattern of Path 2 highlights that casualty sensitivity is an important contributing
factor for withdrawal decisions (lending support to H4).

The path uniquely covers Latvia (Kalvitis) and Romania (Popescu-Tariceanu) and further
includes Bulgaria (Saksburggotski), Denmark (A. F. Rasmussen), Spain (Zapatero), Japan
(Koizumi), the Netherlands (Balkenende), the Philippines (Macapagal-Arroyo), and Slovakia
(Fico). In Latvia, the deaths of two soldiers on patrol outside their base in Diwaniyah on 27
December 2006 made headline news and sparked calls for withdrawal from the opposition
and from within the conservative coalition government of Prime Minister Kalvitis, eventually
leading to the country’s early withdrawal.102 In Romania, Prime Minister Popescu-Tariceanu
emphasised the grave security situation in Iraq when he submitted a formal withdrawal proposal
to the National Assembly. However, this proposal was eventually rejected by the Supreme Defense
Council, chaired by President Basescu, who strongly favoured the continuation of the Iraq
deployment.103

Path 3 of the solution combines the absence of leadership change, upcoming elections, and
leftist partisanship (∼L*∼E*∼P). This means that these withdrawal decisions were made by the
same conservative leaders who had been responsible for the initial decision to deploy to Iraq
and who did not face elections when they announced their country’s early withdrawal. In
other words, these are ‘culpable leaders’ whom I might have expected to remain in the conflict
rather than retreat and, potentially, face domestic punishment.104 This is a central finding because
it contradicts expectations derived from prior studies. In the observed cases, early withdrawal
occurred despite the absence of electoral incentives and a new political leadership (in contrast
to H1 and H2). This path uniquely covers Honduras (Maduro Joest) and Nicaragua (Bolaños Geyer),
and further contains Bulgaria (Saksburggotski), Denmark (A. F. Rasmussen), Japan (Koizumi), the
Netherlands (Balkenende), Norway (Bondevik), and the Philippines (Macapagal-Arroyo).

While this finding seems counterintuitive at first glance, I argue that leaders’ actions become
plausible when taking a closer look at their domestic situation and electoral incentives. First, case-
based evidence suggests that many leaders faced intense domestic pressure throughout their
involvement in Iraq, which grew as the conflict was eroding. This resonates with studies that

99Barbara McMahon, ‘Rudd sets date for Iraq pull-out’, The Guardian (1 December 2007).
100‘Italian force to leave Iraq by December’, The Guardian (7 June 2006).
101Luis R. Aizpeolea, ‘Zapatero anuncia la retirada de las tropas de Irak en “el menor tiempo posible”’, El País (19 April

2004).
102‘Latvia to withdraw troops from Iraq in mid-June’, Xinhua News Agency (23 April 2007).
103Alison Mutler, ‘Romanian PM proposes pulling Iraq troops’, The Washington Post (29 June 2006). As a robustness test,

I have also conducted an alternative analysis where Romania (RO2) was coded negatively on the outcome. Apart from slight
decreases in unique coverage, the results are nearly identical (see Table S10 in the supplementary material).

104Croco, ‘The decider’s dilemma’.
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emphasise the importance of expectations about a war’s likely success.105 For instance, Honduras
seized the opportunity to end its contribution to the unpopular Iraq War and the Spanish-led
‘Plus Ultra Brigade’ when the new government in Spain announced its withdrawal decision.106

Danish Prime Minister A. F. Rasmussen, who had been a strong supporter of US efforts in
Iraq, eventually faced increased opposition to his country’s involvement, from the public as
well as from some of the major political parties, culminating in a withdrawal announcement.107

Japan’s Prime Minister Koizumi announced his country’s departure from Iraq half a year after his
re-election when polls indicated that a majority among the public opposed the deployment.108

Likewise, Dutch Prime Minister Balkenende eventually caved in to domestic pressure and with-
drew the country’s troops when large parts of the population and the opposition Labour party
(PvdA) spoke out against a further renewal of their country’s mandate in Iraq.109 Second, in
terms of electoral incentives it should come as no surprise to see that culpable leaders decide
to authorise troop withdrawal when there is still a comfortable distance to the next election
(as previously discussed, see Figure 2). By removing an unpopular issue like the Iraq War
from the agenda well before the next election, these leaders actually strengthen their own position
vis-à-vis opposition parties.

Finally, Path 4 entails the conjunction of the absence of leadership change and upcoming elec-
tions with low commitment (∼L*∼E*C). This path is similar to the previous path as it also
includes leaders who made the initial decisions to engage in Iraq, but it is restricted to low com-
mitment countries and makes no assumptions about partisanship. The combination of Path 4
uniquely covers New Zealand (Clark), and further includes Japan (Koizumi), Norway
(Bondevik), and the Philippines (Macapagal-Arroyo). In New Zealand, the Labour government
under Prime Minister Helen Clark seized the opportunity to withdraw its contingent of sixty
army engineers after they completed two six-month rotations in 2004.110 The initial decision
to deploy a small contingent of non-combat forces reflected the Clark government’s critical stance
towards the US-led invasion, while at the same time wanting to contribute to the reconstruction
effort in Iraq.111

To visualise the allocation of cases and the empirical fit of the set-theoretic results, I construct
five scatter plots. Figure 3 shows fuzzy-set case membership in the solution term (top left) and its
four constituent paths vis-à-vis the outcome early withdrawal.112 The diagonal line differentiates
cases that have a higher value in the outcome than in the solution (above the line) from cases with
a higher membership in the solution than in the outcome (below the line). While the former indi-
cates sufficient conditions, the latter signals necessary conditions. In set-theoretic terms, it is
important to differentiate cases that rather hold membership in a given set (Xi > 0.50) from
those that are situated rather outside that set (Xi < 0.50). This effectively divides the plots into
six distinct areas that differ in theoretical relevance.113

Figure 3 shows that the solution term is almost fully sufficient for early withdrawal because
nearly all cases are placed on or above the main diagonal (solution consistency of 0.96). In
essence, the plots show three groups of cases. Cases in the lower left corner have low fuzzy-set

105Christopher Gelpi, Peter D. Feaver, and Jason Reifler, ‘Success matters: Casualty sensitivity and the war in Iraq’,
International Security, 30:3 (2005); Weisiger, ‘When do states abandon coalition partners during war?’.

106‘Honduras to withdraw troops from Iraq’, Associated Press (16 March 2004); ‘Powell urges coalition to stay’, CNN
(21 April 2004).

107Cantir, ‘Coalition of the Leaving’, pp. 161–5.
108‘Japan to eithdraw troops from Iraq’, The New York Times (20 June 2006).
109Philip Everts, ‘The Netherlands’, in Sobel, Furia, and Barratt (eds), Public Opinion and International Intervention.
110‘New Zealand to pull Iraq army engineers’, Associated Press (2 April 2004).
111Reports based on leaked diplomatic cables suggest that economic interests also played a role in the Clark government’s

decision to contribute. ‘Clark sent troops to Iraq over Fonterra – cables’, New Zealand Herald (20 December 2010).
112Note that points have been jittered to make overlapping cases visible.
113See Carsten Q. Schneider and Ingo Rohlfing, ‘Combining QCA and process tracing in set-theoretic multi-method

research’, Sociological Methods & Research, 42:4 (2013).
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Figure 3. Early withdrawal from Iraq: Overall solution and alternative paths.
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scores in the outcome and the solution and therefore can be regarded largely irrelevant for the
theoretical argument. By contrast, 16 of the observed 18 cases of early withdrawal hold member-
ship above 0.50 in at least one solution path (blue points in the top left plot), many of which can
be considered typical cases (inside the shaded area). For the four constituent paths of the inter-
mediate solution, labels indicate cases that are uniquely covered or best described by each respect-
ive path (blue points). The two cases in the top left corner of the first plot show the outcome but
are not covered by the solution. However, except for the Dominican Republic (Mejia) and
Portugal (Santana Lopes), all instances of early withdrawal are accounted for by at least one
path of the solution term. Importantly, across 51 leaders, there are no deviant cases that hold
membership in the solution but do not show the expected outcome (lower right corner).

Conclusion
Democratic war involvement is increasingly happening in multilateral frameworks comprised of
ad hoc coalitions of states. The multinational coalition in Iraq brought together numerous dem-
ocracies – many of which decided to leave before the mission’s end, despite allied requests to
uphold their contingents. Others remained in the country and some even increased their commit-
ment. Prior work has dealt extensively with the inherent features of democracy and the question
of whether these enhance or hinder commitment and reliability in foreign and security affairs.
Yet, few studies have investigated the conditions under which democracies become unreliable
as coalition partners, and even less have conducted such analyses from comparative perspectives
at the disaggregated level of individual leaders. To address these gaps and explain the observed
variation, this article took a set-theoretic approach that combines factors rooted in domestic pol-
itics – partisanship, leadership change, and upcoming elections – with the consideration of civil-
ian and military casualties and countries’ relative contributions to the coalition effort.

My results shed light on the complex interplay of conditions that influence democratic leaders’
conflict behaviour. In sum, three main findings can be derived from the analysis. First, the empir-
ical analysis shows that when combined with leftist partisanship and the absence of upcoming
elections, leadership change led to several prominent cases of early withdrawal. I identified
this pattern in Australia, Hungary, Italy, Slovakia, and Spain (Path 1 in Table 4). In these coun-
tries, opposition leaders campaigned on ‘bringing the troops home’ – in line with public oppos-
ition to the war – and they fulfilled this promise after their electoral victories. That being said, my
results underline that leadership change alone was not sufficient for coalition defection. In fact, 64
per cent of new leaders continued their country’s Iraq deployment (see Table A1). This finding
contrasts with studies that identified a statistically significant correlation between leadership
change and coalition withdrawal.114 In sum, my results resonate with prior work suggesting
that democracies rather keep their wartime commitments despite leadership changes.115

Second, my analysis indicates that casualties and coalition commitment, while not individually
decisive, were important contributing factors for early withdrawal decisions. In particular, Path 2
of the solution (see Table 4) documents that many leaders decided to depart from coalition
operations in Iraq after suffering civilian or military casualties. This finding carries policy impli-
cations because it suggests that casualty sensitivity played a larger role than previously assumed.
This also contributes to the related debate on whether terrorism ‘works’ in the sense that terrorist
groups achieve their political aims.116 Indeed, several governments announced withdrawal shortly
after suffering deaths from terrorist attacks. The most prominent case is Spain, although one must
note that the attack on commuter trains in Madrid occurred three days before elections and the

114See Pilster, Böhmelt, and Tago, ‘Political leadership changes’.
115See Choi, ‘Fighting to the finish’; Leeds, Mattes, and Vogel, ‘Interests, institutions, and the reliability of international

commitments’.
116See the exchange in Rose, Murphy, and Abrahms, ‘Correspondence – does terrorism ever work?’
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opposition leader Zapatero had made the Iraq withdrawal a campaign goal before that time. But
similar dynamics occurred elsewhere. The Philippines declared their departure after a contractor
had been kidnapped by insurgents and threatened with beheading unless the country would with-
draw.117 Bulgaria experienced substantial military casualties and terrorist attacks, before eventually
withdrawing in the face of rising public opposition.118 In Latvia, the deaths of two soldiers sparked
protests and public criticism of the mission, which eventually led to early departure from Iraq.119

Finally, the observed cases show that electoral incentives did not yield the expected effect
because all pathways towards withdrawal include the absence of upcoming elections. This strik-
ingly diverges from prior studies’ argument that leaders renege on wartime commitments to avoid
electoral consequences and the finding that the risk of defection increases when democracies hold
elections during coalition operations.120 My analysis shows that many early withdrawal decisions
were made by the same leaders who had been responsible for the initial decision to deploy to Iraq
and who did not face elections when they announced their decision. I argue that leaders’ actions
can plausibly be explained when looking at their domestic situation and electoral incentives.
Many of the leaders who were themselves responsible for their country’s Iraq involvement
faced intense domestic pressure because of the deteriorating situation in Iraq. Those who even-
tually decided to withdraw, did so when there was still a comfortable distance to the next election
(as visualised in Figure 2). By taking an unpopular issue like the Iraq War off the political agenda,
these leaders arguably strengthened their own domestic position.

Wartime coalitions frequently encounter the problem of how to sustain the military effort over
longer time periods. At the same time, democratic leaders face domestic opposition and the pub-
lic demands that its preferences are reflected in foreign policy decision-making. Further research
may show, for instance, whether dynamics similar to those identified in Iraq were at play during
NATO’s ISAF mission in Afghanistan.121 Prospective studies could also explore whether the iden-
tified pathways contain types of leaders with specific character traits and whether such patterns
can also be found for other conflicts.122
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Table A1. Democratic leaders, fuzzy-set conditions, and outcome early withdrawal.

# Code Country Leader

Explanatory Conditions
Outcome

Leadership
Change

Upcoming
Elections

Leftist
Partisanship

Low
Commitment Fatalities

Early
Withdrawal

1 AL1 Albania F. Nano 0.00 1.00 0.99 0.00 0.00 0.00

2 AL2 Albania S. Berisha 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

3 AU1 Australia J.W. Howard 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.71 0.75 0.10

4 AU2 Australia K. Rudd 1.00 0.00 0.93 0.90 0.00 0.90

5 BG1 Bulgaria S. Sakskoburggotski 0.00 0.00 0.19 0.00 1.00 1.00

6 CZ1 Czech Rep. V. Spidla 0.00 1.00 0.92 0.91 0.00 0.00

7 CZ2 Czech Rep. J. Paroubek 0.60 1.00 0.92 0.98 0.00 0.00

8 CZ3 Czech Rep. M. Topolanek 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.98 0.00 0.20

9 DK1 Denmark A.F. Rasmussen 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.28 0.99 0.90

10 DO1 Dominican Rep. H. Mejia 0.00 1.00 0.14 0.00 0.00 1.00

11 SV1 El Salvador F. Flores 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00

12 SV2 El Salvador A. Saca 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00

13 EE1 Estonia J. Parts 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.01 1.00 0.00

14 EE2 Estonia A. Ansip 1.00 0.00 0.31 0.81 0.00 0.00

15 HN1 Honduras R. Maduro Joest 0.00 0.00 0.24 0.00 0.00 1.00

16 HU1 Hungary P. Medgyessy 0.00 1.00 0.99 0.01 0.00 0.00

17 HU2 Hungary F. Gyurcsany 0.60 0.00 0.99 0.04 0.00 1.00

18 IT1 Italy S. Berlusconi 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.89 1.00 0.30

19 IT2 Italy R. Prodi 1.00 0.00 0.97 0.98 0.00 1.00
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Table A1. (Continued.)

# Code Country Leader

Explanatory Conditions
Outcome

Leadership
Change

Upcoming
Elections

Leftist
Partisanship

Low
Commitment Fatalities

Early
Withdrawal

20 JP1 Japan J. Koizumi 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.99 0.98 1.00

21 LV1 Latvia E. Repse 0.00 1.00 0.01 0.00 0.99 0.00

22 LV2 Latvia A. Kalvitis 1.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 1.00 1.00

23 LT1 Lithuania A. Brazauskas 0.00 1.00 0.96 0.00 0.00 0.00

24 LT2 Lithuania G. Kirkilas 0.60 1.00 0.96 0.24 0.00 0.20

25 MK1 Macedonia B. Crvenkovski 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00

26 MK2 Macedonia V. Buckovski 0.60 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

27 MK3 Macedonia N. Gruevski 1.00 1.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00

28 MD1 Moldova V. Tarlev 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

29 MN1 Mongolia N. Enkhbayar 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

30 MN2 Mongolia T. Elbegdorj 1.00 0.00 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.00

31 MN3 Mongolia M. Enkhbold 0.60 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

32 NL1 Netherlands J.P. Balkenende 0.00 0.00 0.05 0.20 0.79 1.00

33 NZ1 New Zealand H. Clark 0.00 0.00 0.79 0.97 0.00 1.00

34 NI1 Nicaragua E. Bolanos Geyer 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00

35 NO1 Norway K.M. Bondevik 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.99 0.00 0.90

36 PH1 Philippines G. Macapagal-Arroyo 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.98 1.00 1.00

37 PL1 Poland L. Miller 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.58 0.00

38 PL2 Poland M. Belka 0.60 1.00 0.99 0.00 0.96 0.30

39 PL3 Poland J. Kaczynski 0.60 1.00 0.01 0.27 0.96 0.00
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40 PL4 Poland D. Tusk 1.00 0.00 0.10 0.72 0.00 0.20

41 PT1 Portugal J.M.D. Barroso 0.00 1.00 0.03 0.98 0.00 0.00

42 PT2 Portugal P.S. Lopes 0.60 1.00 0.03 0.99 0.99 1.00

43 RO1 Romania A. Nastase 0.00 1.00 0.99 0.00 0.74 0.00

44 RO2 Romania C. Popescu-Tariceanu 1.00 0.00 0.12 0.00 0.70 0.90

45 SK1 Slovakia M. Dzurinda 0.00 1.00 0.01 0.33 1.00 0.00

46 SK2 Slovakia R. Fico 1.00 0.00 0.76 0.83 1.00 1.00

47 KR1 South Korea M. Roh 0.00 1.00 0.98 0.25 0.68 0.20

48 ES1 Spain J.M. Aznar 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.81 0.99 0.00

49 ES2 Spain J.L.R. Zapatero 1.00 0.00 0.96 0.87 0.61 1.00

50 GB1 United Kingdom T. Blair 0.00 1.00 0.80 0.00 0.99 0.20

51 GB2 United Kingdom G. Brown 0.60 1.00 0.80 0.92 0.88 0.10
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Table A2. Raw data.

# Code
Withdrawal

Announcement
Next

Election
Left-
Right

Fatalities
Commitment

Deployment Military Expenditure

per Depl. Nominal Depl./ME Relative Troops Relative Mil. USD

1 AL1 – 3-Jul-05 2.80 0.00% 0 9.00 0.18 80 0.02 76

2 AL2 1-Dec-08 28-Jun-09 8.58 0.00% 0 10.00 0.3 132 0.03 110

3 AU1 17-Apr-03 9-Oct-04 7.46 0.19% 2 0.85 2.35 1,048 2.78 9,927

4 AU2 30-Nov-07 21-Aug-10 3.90 0.00% 0 0.62 2.98 1,330 4.81 17,185

5 BG1 31-Mar-05 25-Jun-05 5.62 2.06% 10 6.81 1.09 485 0.16 569

6 CZ1 – 3-Jun-06 3.98 0.00% 0 0.60 0.32 144 0.53 1,886

7 CZ2 – 2006-06 3.98 0.00% 0 0.37 0.25 110 0.68 2,440

8 CZ3 8-Oct-07 29-May-10 7.40 0.00% 0 0.36 0.25 110 0.69 2,450

9 DK1 21-Feb-07 13-Nov-07 7.28 0.83% 4 1.16 1.08 480 0.93 3,333

10 DO1 20-Apr-04 16-May-04 5.60 0.00% 0 17.00 0.68 302 0.04 156

11 SV1 – 21-Mar-04 10.00 2.50% 1 2.25 0.09 40 0.04 127

12 SV2 1-Jan-09 15-Mar-09 10.00 7.50% 3 2.25 0.09 40 0.04 128

13 EE1 – 4-Mar-07 7.47 5.00% 2 1.80 0.09 40 0.05 171

14 EE2 22-Jan-09 6-Mar-11 5.34 0.00% 0 0.75 0.09 40 0.12 444

15 HN1 16-Mar-04 27-Nov-05 5.48 0.00% 0 41.50 0.83 370 0.02 82

16 HU1 – 9-Jun-06 3.01 0.00% 0 1.72 0.67 300 0.39 1,402

17 HU2 3-Nov-04 9-Jun-06 3.01 0.00% 0 1.56 0.67 300 0.43 1,533

18 IT1 19-Jan-06 9-Apr-06 7.33 1.00% 24 0.64 5.38 2,400 8.47 30,242

19 IT2 7-Jun-06 13-Apr-08 3.49 0.00% 0 0.31 2.91 1,300 9.35 33,408

20 JP1 20-Jun-06 30-Aug-09 7.71 0.67% 4 0.11 1.34 600 11.89 42,486
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21 LV1 – 7-Oct-06 6.81 0.77% 1 5.80 0.29 130 0.05 189

22 LV2 23-Apr-07 2-Oct-10 6.95 1.54% 2 2.90 0.29 130 0.1 368

23 LT1 – 24-Oct-04 3.70 0.00% 0 3.17 0.19 85 0.06 211

24 LT2 21-Feb-07 2008-10 3.70 0.00% 0 1.20 0.12 54 0.1 352

25 MK1 – 14-Apr-04 1.04 7.50% 3 3.00 0.09 40 0.03 116

26 MK2 – 5-Jul-06 1.04 0.00% 0 2.25 0.09 40 0.04 127

27 MK3 – 1-Jun-08 7.16 0.00% 0 3.25 0.13 57 0.04 126

28 MD1 – 6-Mar-05 0.41 0.00% 0 13.04 0.03 12 0.00 8

29 MN1 – 27-Jun-04 1.90 0.00% 0 40.00 0.4 180 0.01 24

30 MN2 – 29-Jun-08 6.28 0.00% 0 40.00 0.4 180 0.01 28

31 MN3 – 29-Jun-08 1.90 0.00% 0 29.00 0.29 129 0.01 39

32 NL1 21-Oct-04 22-Nov-06 6.29 0.23% 3 1.24 2.89 1,288 2.34 8,356

33 NZ1 3-Apr-04 17-Sep-05 4.44 0.00% 0 0.41 0.13 60 0.32 1,133

34 NI1 21-Feb-04 5-Nov-06 8.32 0.00% 0 26.00 0.26 115 0.01 35

35 NO1 21-Apr-04 12-Sep-05 7.10 0.00% 0 0.27 0.34 150 1.26 4,518

36 PH1 14-Jul-04 10-May-10 7.23 6.00% 3 0.31 0.11 50 0.35 1,243

37 PL1 – 25-Sep-05 2.74 0.06% 1 3.22 3.73 1,667 1.16 4,150

38 PL2 12-Apr-05 25-Sep-05 3.01 0.53% 10 3.18 4.26 1,900 1.34 4,779

39 PL3 – 19-Oct-07 7.02 0.52% 5 1.17 2.17 969 1.85 6,619

40 PL4 23-Nov-07 9-Oct-11 5.94 0.00% 0 0.84 2.02 900 2.4 8,589

41 PT1 – 20-Feb-05 6.50 0.00% 0 0.31 0.27 120 0.87 3,110

42 PT2 16-Jan-05 20-Feb-05 6.50 0.83% 1 0.26 0.27 120 1.04 3,719

43 RO1 – 28-Nov-04 3.20 0.18% 1 3.66 1.28 571 0.35 1,250
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Table A2. (Continued.)

# Code
Withdrawal

Announcement
Next

Election
Left-
Right

Fatalities
Commitment

Deployment Military Expenditure

per Depl. Nominal Depl./ME Relative Troops Relative Mil. USD

44 RO2 29-Jun-06 30-Nov-08 5.83 0.15% 1 3.56 1.53 685 0.43 1,530

45 SK1 – 17-Jun-06 7.07 3.53% 3 1.12 0.19 85 0.17 625

46 SK2 18-Oct-06 10-Mar-12 4.51 1.18% 1 0.73 0.19 85 0.26 911

47 KR1 20-Dec-05 19-Dec-07 3.31 0.13% 3 1.19 5.28 2,358 4.44 15,847

48 ES1 – 14-Mar-04 7.60 0.83% 10 0.75 2.71 1,208 3.61 12,881

49 ES2 19-Apr-04 12-Apr-08 3.70 0.08% 1 0.68 2.91 1,300 4.27 15,262

50 GB1 – 6-May-05 4.40 0.86% 134 2.65 34.83 15,544 13.14 46,943

51 GB2 17-Dec-08 11-May-10 4.40 0.34% 16 0.58 10.69 4,770 18.47 65,986

Note: Italics indicate partial or indeterminate withdrawal announcements (fuzzy scores < 0.50). Left-Right scores range from 0 (extreme left) to 10 (extreme right). The Romanian decision was vetoed by the
Supreme Defense Council (RO2).
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